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I am delighted to introduce our new publication,  
Aluminium News, which is our first combined printed  
and digital magazine for the aluminium industry aimed  
at all organisations that touch aluminium. Our objective  
is to provide a medium where all can contribute, designed 
for those that work and are associated with the aluminium 
industry and wider industrial networks. 

Why did we decide to do it when so many great publications already exist to serve 
our market and in a time where there is so much information online? Well we know 
our target audience and how we develop and grow it. The magazine will support 
engagement with our members and the wider supply chain and provide a medium  
for conversation. As well as the digital version there is a market for printed media  
that you can touch, feel, read and share. 

How hard can it be putting together a new publication for industry? With online media 
and smart phones.

I thought putting a printed publication together would be painless! On the contrary  
so many elements to consider, such as design, number of pages, paper thickness  
and how do we fund it? Love or money! So, we found a very competent editor  
and delegated all responsibility to her and then we started to feel the pain. 

I thank many organisations for their input, our partners that help make this a reality  
and the staff for the resilience to get this over the line.

We are proud of our first edition and your contribution will only add to this great 
adventure for the Aluminium Federation and the wider aluminium community.

QUARTERLY REVIEW

We started 2019 with the dark clouds of 
Brexit and political chaos that ensued.  
As the great Winston Churchill once 
stated, ‘if you are going through hell  
keep going’. In the first quarter we made 
the strategic decision to move to new 
exciting and modern offices increasing  
our floor space four-fold. This provides  
the opportunity to bring many meetings 
and training in-house saving many 
thousands of pounds on room rentals. 
Here we can focus on delivering value 
back to our members and partners,  
ensure we continue our influence  
on government and grow the demand 
for aluminium across all industrial and 
commercial sectors. 

The work to increase our membership 
continues, we welcome five new  
members this first quarter, who bring  
with them a wealth of value, knowledge 
and experience to support and enhance  
our membership.

Our knowledge partner programme 
continues to develop and we are 
delighted to welcome the Society of 
Motor Manufacturers and Traders  
(SMMT) and the Institute of Materials 
Finishing (IMF) adding unique and vast 
wealth of knowledge to our existing  
world class knowledge partners.

Having already signed a Memorandum 
of Understanding, The Welding Institute 
(TWI) and ALFED are continuing to work 

closely together to promote aluminium 
for industry and held a collaborative event 
on the 27th March at TWI in Cambridge 
where over 60 members were taking part 
in a workshop on innovation continuing 
to work closely together to promote 
aluminium for industry.

Our training platform provides real value 
for members delivering competitive 
advantage through upskilling and 
personal development which is delivered 
back into our members organisations.

We have to thank REAL Alloy for 
sponsoring our 2-day H,S&E workshop  
in Telford where over 70 delegates  
came together to promote and discuss 
best practice in health and safety within 
the work place.  

The Aluminium Federation is working in 
partnership with Bloodhound Education 
to provide curriculum-based resource for 
teachers delivering STEM subjects to KS2 
and KS3 students. Through our new  
5-year strategic education programme  
we have an objective to reach over  
40 000 students in 2020. 

LOOKING FORWARD

Preparation is underway for our 
move whilst we still work on our core 
programmes of membership and events 
including the House of Lords Lunch where 
our speakers include Andrew Stephenson 
MP and Minister at the Department for 
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy 
(BEIS).

We are busy planning our events 
programme which includes the Additive 
Manufacturing day at Wolverhampton 
University in July and preparing for 
the Annual Dinner at the Park Regis  
in September. In-between we squeeze 
in meetings, training, education and 
supporting our members.

Tom Jones 
CEO 
Aluminium Federation

QUARTERLY MESSAGE FROM THE CEO
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ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES 
IN THE ALUMINIUM NEWS 

MAGAZINE:

The Aluminium Federation 
represents businesses who process, 
trade  and work with aluminium; 
we foster innovation, promote 
best practice, develop skills and 
champion member interests. 
This ranges from training and 
networking to research, advocacy, 
lobbying and outreach, we help our 
members solve problems, capitalise 
on opportunities and boost their 
competitiveness. Our Aluminium 
News magazine will cover all these 
topics  and more, keeping you 
abreast of the latest news, views  
and reviews in  the fast-moving 
aluminium industry.

Our new, dynamic quarterly 
magazine offers you a great 
advertising opportunity to promote 
your products and services to key 
decision makers and influencers 
within the aluminium industry in the 
UK. The Aluminium News magazine 
will be available in print, web  
and via social media platforms.  
All members will receive a hard  
copy and electronic version.  
We will also distribute copies  
at our events, meetings and  
industry exhibitions. 

Schedule:
Issue 2 – 

to be published 
23 September 
2019

Issue 3 –  
to be published  
5 December 2019

Issue 4 –  
to be published 
27 March 2020

For further information 
Please contact Kirsi Lintula:

email:  k_lintula@alfed.org.uk 

mobile:  07768 566 437

Melissa Beasley - Communications Executive

Melissa was appointed as Communications Executive towards  
the end of last year. She is an outgoing individual with more  
than ten years customer service experience within hospitality  
and aviation. During her career she has met many different 
nationalities and personalities as well as learnt many skills,  
which will help her network at events and communicate 
professionally with ALFED members. 

Her key responsibilities include various work on the ALFED website, 
social media updates, regular contact with members as well as 
organising events alongside the ALFED team.

Linda Ford – Events Administrator

Linda was appointed as Events Administrator earlier this year.  
She has a wealth of experience as administrator and event 
organiser.  She will be responsible for organising events for  
ALFED, the first of which will be the annual House of Lords  
Lunch in June. Linda has advised that the response already  
for the event has been fantastic; she is excited for the day  
and meeting all the guests and speakers.

She is enjoying her time with ALFED, a great company to  
work for and the ALFED team is helping in supporting her  
transition into her new role.  

ALFED ARE HAPPY TO INTRODUCE THEIR  
NEW TEAM MEMBERS:
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WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBERS

EUROPEAN METAL 
RECYCLING (EMR) 

EMR is a global leader in metal recycling. 
They are privately owned with a heritage 
dating back to the 1940s and employ 
around 4000 people operating at  
150 locations around the world.

Their core business is the recycling of 
scrap metal from a range of sources 
such as End-of-Life vehicles/consumer 
products, industry, construction and 
demolition. This results in sales of  
recycled commodities of around  
10 million tonnes a year. They have 
extensive ferrous and non-ferrous 
operations worldwide and produce  
over 100 grades of high-quality  
recycled materials which are taken  
to market by their substantial road,  
rail and shipping network.

Supporting their core activities, are a 
range of specialist divisions including 
industrial clearance, total waste 
management, ship breaking, servicing 
local government service providers,  
solder production, cable, copper and 
aluminium granulation facilities and 
environmental consultancy. Also, through 
their own and their joint venture activities 
they are working towards becoming  
a zero waste company.

www.emrgroup.com

ALPHA FINISHING

Architectural anodizing is only one  
of their specialisms. The name Alpha 
Finishing is the new trading name  
of Alpha Anodizing & Polishing Ltd  
to reflect the fact that over the past  
years the company has invested  
extensively in fabrication plant and 
equipment to provide a one-stop,  
cradle to grave facility of anodizing 
through to piercing, cutting, assembly  
and finally packing to your exact 
requirements, utilising our state of  
the art spiral wrapping machine.

www.alpha-finishing.co.uk

G-TEX STAINLESS

Combined with attractively designed 
finishes and excellent durability, G-Tex 
supplies patterned stainless steel sheet 
and unique aluminium laminates. Their 
products are the answer to many interior 
and exterior applications, where a great 
look and a high performance is essential. 
G-Tex provides a collection of metal 
finishes suitable for all different kinds of 
environments. Retailers use their special 
metal finishes for shop outlets because  
of its fashionable look.

www.g-tex.com

NCH CHEM AQUA

NCH Chem Aqua specialises in  
providing custom water treatment 
programs to minimise energy, water  
and maintenance costs while ensuring 
safe and reliable operation of critical 
systems. They provide treatment  
solutions for Legionella, cooling  
and boiler facilities and process water 
systems. Their state-of-the-art products 
are manufactured to rigorous ISO 9001 
specifications.

Good results require a comprehensive 
program of products, equipment 
and services that address the unique 
mechanical, operational and chemical 
requirements of each system. 

NCH Chem-Aqua identifies opportunities 
to improve system reliability, efficiency 
and safety that others might miss.

www.nch.com

ALUK

The group AluK is a global leader in  
the design and engineering of aluminium 
window, door and curtain walling systems. 
With more than sixty years of expertise 
and operations in major countries around 
the globe, AluK building systems have 
been specified for many of the world’s 
most advanced and prestigious buildings.

With its nine business units serving over  
50 countries worldwide, AluK remains 
a family-owned business with strong 
European roots that aspires to achieve 
sustainable growth through product 
innovation, technical expertise and 
leadership, and expand into  
new markets.

www.aluk.com

ELECTROSTATIC 
COATINGS

Electrostatic Coating Ltd is a powder 
coating provider based in the Midlands, 
UK. They provide high quality powder 
coatings for a variety of surfaces, shapes 
and sizes. They have the capacity to 
accommodate to a range of industries.

Powder coating is a method of surface 
coating that is eco-friendlier and more 
efficient than wet paint. Electro-statically 
charged particles are sprayed onto a  
pre-treated product and bond to the 
metal/surface using high temperatures in 
a curing oven. This guarantees a longer 
lasting and higher quality finish than 
standard painting. 

www. escoating.co.uk
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MEMBERSHIP

BENEFIT FROM A RANGE OF SERVICES THAT HELP YOU 
DEVELOP YOUR BUSINESS, WORKFORCE AND SUPPLY CHAIN

Whether it’s providing technical support, 
delivering market insight, informing 
trade policy or offering networking 
opportunities – everything we do focuses 
on helping UK aluminium businesses 
capitalise on opportunities.

As a member, you become part of an 
influential community, getting your voice 
heard within the industry and at the 
highest levels of government. Working 
together, we’re actively driving UK 
aluminium forward – and we look forward 

to working with you in this endeavour.

Collaboration:

We bring together recycling and 
secondary producers, extruders, 
finishers and stockholders – helping 
everyone involved in UK aluminium 
make connections for mutually beneficial 
business and supply development.

Innovation: 

You benefit from a range of services that 
help you stay at the cutting edge. From 
research and development through to 
industry benchmarking and technical 
support, you get insight that assists you  
to develop your business.

Opportunity: 

We give you a unique opportunity to  
get your voice heard – within the industry 
and in government. Whether you’re 
a global company or SME, you can 
advocate and influence to improve market 
conditions for your products and services.

MEMBER BENEFITS:

From technical support to lobbying,  
we support members working across  
all aspects of production and supply.

Here are some of the many you get  
as part of your membership:

Advocacy & lobbying: 

We work closely with government and 
are involved in key discussions on issues 
ranging from trade and standards to 
skills development and SMEs. We also 
administer the UK Aluminium Industry  
All-Party Parliamentary Group and  
engage regularly with the Department  
for Business and Industrial Strategy,  
giving us a broad platform to promote 
your interests.

Market insight: 

We make it easy to identify opportunities 
based on industry developments. With 

As the voice of the  

UK aluminium industry, 

our mission is to expand 

the market for aluminium 

products by helping 

companies solve problems, 

lobby government and  

boost their competitiveness.
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MEMBERSHIP

our in-depth market reports, guidance 
on legislation and compliance, and 
frameworks for best practice, you can 
plan for the future and foster continuous 
improvement. Reports are included in 
your membership – great value compared 
with a research firm or consultancy.

Training: 

Our training courses have become integral 
parts of members’ new staff inductions 
and ongoing skills development – for 
engineers and business leaders. By 
managing high quality programmes and 
promoting apprenticeships, we help you 
future-proof your workforce and offer 
professional development that positions 
you as an employer of choice.

Technical support: 

Our telephone and on-site technical 
support covers the complete aluminium 
production process, including heat 
treatments advice, mechanical and 
chemical structure analysis, manufacturing 
problem troubleshooting, and machining 
of product and material specifications.

Consultancy: 

Whether you have 5 staff or 50, we 
offer consultancy to meet your business 
needs and help you overcome your 
unique challenges. This includes services 
ranging from energy management 
support to bespoke training, coaching 
and e-learning, depending on your 
requirements.

Events:

Our range of industry, political and social 
events - including an annual dinner and 
House of Lords lunch - open doors and 
provide learning opportunities. Our 
highly-regarded networking events 
focus on finishing, recycling, extruding, 
automotive, innovation and HSE.

Spotlight on:  
Influence & policymaking: 
When you’re a member of the Aluminium 
Federation, you have a unique 
opportunity to influence government 
policy on issues relevant to your business. 
Whatever your company size or speciality 
within the industry, we help you take your 
views to the right people.

Whether it’s feeding into our regular calls 
with the Department for Business, Energy 
& Industrial Strategy (BEIS), speaking with 
parliamentarians at our House of Lords 
lunch or working with the Aluminium 
Industry All-Party Parliamentary Group, 
you have access to many platforms for 
championing your business’ interests.

Spotlight on:  
Shared learnings & networking:

Our sector sub-groups give you 
opportunities to network and shape 
ALFED’s position in areas relevant to  
you – choose from finishing, recycling, 
extrusion, automotive & innovation. 
Meetings bring together members 
from across the supply chain, fostering 
customer and supplier relationships while 
helping you learn from your peers. Each 
meets regularly for networking and to 
discuss issues ranging from trade and 
standards to supply and HSE.

In addition, the insight you get from 
ALFED’s in-depth reports would cost 
thousands of pounds if purchased from a 
research firm or consultancy. Use them to 
identify opportunities for your business to 
grow in the UK and globally.

Spotlight on: Savings & partnerships:

Streamline processes and save money 
through our partnerships with key 
suppliers across energy management, 
component sales, marketing, legal 
support and more. As an ALFED member, 
you benefit from special offers and 
preferential rates that make it easier 
to manage your business. You also get 
access to technical expertise to solve 
problems, explore opportunities and 
capitalise on innovation.

We represent your interests through 
partnerships with other trade bodies and 
internationally. We’re a founder member 
of the UK Metals Council, are active 
members of several organisations and 
collaborate on R&D with Catapult centres 
and universities. “The more involved you 
get with ALFED, the more you get out of 
it. You get reduced prices from various 
suppliers, can be involved in informative 
sector groups and, most importantly,  
get your voice heard.”

WHY JOIN THE  
ALUMINIUM FEDERATION

Whatever your company size or speciality 
within the industry, we help you access 
the technical expertise, market insight, 
business support and government 
influence you need to boost your 
competitiveness.

We offer different levels of membership 
based on your business size – so it’s both 
affordable and valuable.

“As an ALFED member, you get your 
voice heard. We’re a small metal finishing 
company, but I get my voice heard very 
loudly. I’m currently the ALFED president, 
and this gives me influence at a high level 
within government – I’m routinely on calls 
with ministers and civil servants. And I 
had my voice heard even before I was 
president. In 2004, the British standard 

changed to an EU-wide one that was 
much weaker. I campaigned to change it, 
and as an ALFED member, I had a say via 
the Finishing Group. I got my opinions 
over, and the standard is now changing.  
It was a real success for our business.”  
Giles Ashmead, Director, Powdertech

“There are lots of great opportunities as 
an ALFED member. I read all the market 
reports as they come in and use the stats 
in my management reports – the directors 
find them very useful. The events are great 
because I talk to people that aren’t just 
in extrusion like us. It’s good to go along, 
have a chat and see how the market is 
progressing for everyone else. I go to 
the Extrusion Group meetings, and my 
colleagues go to others like Automotive 
and Innovation. That way the whole 
business benefits.” Steve Nash, Sales 
Director, Hydro Aluminium Profiles
“Richard Harrington MP, Parliamentary 
Under Secretary of State at the 
Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy has found ALFED’s 
engagement with him very helpful. It is 
always a pleasure to see you all and learn 
more about the industry. We are always 
here if you have any questions, concerns 
or opportunities where Government 
can help.” Ryan Diggory, Senior Policy 
Advisor, Department for Business, 
Energy & Industrial Strategy (BEIS)

“I found the meeting informative and 
interesting. I spoke to people from 
businesses I would not normally encounter 
in my day-to-day duties. It is good to get 
views from people outside your normal 
circle and also find if there are areas of 
common interest where we can work 
together.” Richard Allman, Project 
Leader, Akzo Nobel Powder Coatings

Become an ALFED board member 
ALFED board members have a unique 

opportunity to shape the industry  
agenda and relevant policy  

at the highest levels.  
Contact Tom Jones, CEO,  

at t_jones@alfed.org.uk to learn  
more about serving on our board.

Contact us to discuss how ALFED 
membership can help your business

Membership levels are based on 
business size, so it’s both affordable  
and valuable. Get in touch to learn 
more and start benefiting from all  
the Aluminium Federation offers. 

www.alfed.org.uk
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PARTNER NEWS

As an ALFED member,  
you have access to the  
best benefits in the industry.
This includes 24/7 free 
access to a specialist 
employment law and  
health & safety member 
support line

Your work as a professional in the 
aluminium industry is vital, so this  
resource is exclusively offered to  
ALFED members to take away the  
time-consuming restraints of running  
a business, leaving you to focus on  
what you do best.

TRENDING ADVICE  
IN THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY:

• Employment status: A hot topic for 
businesses, especially with the use of 
contractors. Likely to be an area of 
change as status rules are under review.

• Good Work Plan and Changes to 
Contracts: A brand new law forcing 
changes to be made to keep your 
contracts legally compliant.

• EU Nationals: New considerations 
regarding the right to work for  
existing staff or any future recruits 
brought about by Brexit.

WHAT DO I HAVE ACCESS  
TO AS AN ALFED MEMBER?

You don’t need to hire a solicitor for 
employment law advice or employ a 
health and safety consultant to tighten 
up your policies. Call your free member 
support line for:

24/7 EMPLOYMENT LAW ADVICE: 

• Conduct queries

• Effective sickness  
and absence management

• Redundancy

• Dismissal

• Employment law  
and changing legislation

• Contracts

HEALTH & SAFETY ASSISTANCE: 

• Fire safety

• Environmental legislation

• Hazard management

• Accident reporting

• Premises management

• The law and your responsibilities

COMMERCIAL LEGAL SUPPORT: 

• Freehold or leasehold

• Access rights

• Boundary disputes

• Commercial leases

• Lease extensions

TAX MATTERS:

• Fee protection

• Tax and VAT consultancy

• Compliance checks

• Employment status

For further information please contact 
Margaret Lane at the Aluminium 
Federation. Email m_lane@alfed.org.uk. 
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AFRC -  CASE STUDY

WH TILDESLEY
Customer issue

Recognising the potential in continuing 
to work with us, a Knowledge Transfer 
Partnership (KTP) bid was put forward  
and secured with Innovate UK.

The aim of the project was to embed 
advanced forging, materials engineering  
and simulation expertise within the 
company, allowing it to exploit high-value 
opportunities within the oil and gas and 
aerospace sectors.

A key objective was to implement a 
knowledge management system (KMS)  
to support the company’s diverse and 
ambitious product range, which increases 
by up to five new products each month.

This new system would help the firm make 
informed decisions prior to forging new 
shapes or using materials that it has never 
forged before. Containing a combination  
of forging knowledge and information 
based on past forging experiences,  
it would help with choosing materials  
and production methods.

HOW DID THE ADVANCED  
FORMING RESEARCH CENTRE 
(AFRC) HELP?

We provided supervision of the KTP 
associate, Nthambe Singo, who worked 
on the two-year project.

As a world leading innovation centre  
we were able to provide a broad range  
of expertise, including our materials  
and metallurgy knowledge plus modelling 
and simulation advice.

Expertise in implementing a new KMS 
was provided by the University of 
Strathclyde’s prestigious department of 
Design Manufacture and Engineering 
Management (DMEM).

BUSINESS IMPACT

This valuable combination of expertise 
and training empowered employees at  
WH Tildesley to solve one of its critical 
production issues, enabling it to retain  
its most important oil and gas customer.

The scientific and methodical approach 
undertaken during the project has also  
been adopted company wide.

It has implemented a process of 
new product introduction (NPI) for 
manufacturing  a wide range of 
components for key sectors, including  
oil and gas.

A KMS containing newly generated 
information and process knowledge  
from experienced staff has also been 

created. This supports the company’s 
innovative culture and readiness to  
forge new products.

A consequent reduction in risk and cost 
in day-to-day operations has provided 
an increased competitive advantage, 
while manufacturing processes and 
management of subsequent heat-
treatments have also improved.

This project was awarded the highest 
merit of ‘outstanding’ by the KTP  
grading panel and has demonstrated  
that the KTP model can provide  
huge benefits for a forward thinking  
UK manufacturing company.

For further information please contact 
David Wilson, Business Development 
Executive, at the AFRC. 

T: +44 (0)141 534 5503 

M: +44 (0)797 063 3872 

E: david.wilson.103@strath.ac.uk

www.afrc.org.uk 

WH Tildesley is the leading 
UK manufacturer of drop 
forgings and produces  
small and medium batches 
of safety critical parts.

The Advanced Forming 
Research Centre (AFRC) 
initially worked with the  
firm on a successful 
consultancy project,  
which solved a production 
problem on one of its  
forged components and 
saved a vital contract worth  
around £2.5M. 
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MEMBER SPOTLIGHT

PEEL PORTS GROUP

Peel Ports is part  
of the Peel Group,  
one of the UK’s  
leading infrastructure,  
transport and real  
estate investment groups.

As one of the largest port operators in Europe, over 70 million tonnes of cargo is 
handled annually – around 13% of the UK’s major port imports.

With a first class metal handling service, including aluminium and steel, Peel Ports 
handles over 750,000mt of bulk and containerised product annually through state of  
the art facilities in Liverpool and across UK steel terminals in London Medway, Glasgow 
and Great Yarmouth, which are all accredited to ISO9001, 14001 and 18001.

With a port network spanning the length of the country, all facilities have excellent 
access to onward transport links, including 
both major road and rail networks.

Peel Ports takes a customer-centric approach, 
employing and training all its operators to 
provide a solutions-focused service that does 
not rely on third party labour. Port services 
extend to include port-centric warehousing, 
container devanning and logistical support to 
ensure secure and efficient onward passage.

Customers can be confident that the security 
of their cargo remains the highest priority 
throughout its journey with Peel Ports, with 
safety, security and compliance is overseen 
by national port authorities including Border 
Force - ensuring goods are protected 24/7.

As reliance on imports for the UK aluminium 
supply chain remains strong, Peel Ports 
is ready to become a trusted partner for 
organisations within the industry.

For further information, please contact 
Ross Walker, Group Business Development 
Manager, at ross.walker@peelports.com.

CAREER 
Z O N E

Learn about careers in aluminium, 
which offer competitive salaries  
and training opportunities for school 
leavers, graduates, experienced 
professionals and career changers.

INDUSTRY VACANCIES - ALFED members can 
advertise active job vacancies on our website at  
no extra cost. Listings cover both technical and  
non-technical roles and offer opportunities to  
develop skills and careers.

CAREERS IN ALUMINIUM - From engineers to 
finance managers, aluminium offers you the  
chance to work with friendly colleagues at  
the cutting edge of UK industry. If you’re looking  
for opportunities to develop an interesting career  
with excellent growth prospects, look no further  
than the aluminium industry.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT  
MELISSA BEASLEY AT ALFED. 
email m_beasley@alfed.org.uk. 

Ross Walker,  
Group Business 
Development Manager
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TRAINING

ALUMINIUM TECHNICAL TRAINING
Your partner for aluminium industry education and professional development

The Aluminium Federation 
manages high-quality 
training for both technical 
and non-technical staff.  
Our programmes help 
everyone from apprentices 
and admin staff to 
experienced engineers. 
Thanks to our partnerships 
with Catapult centres, 
universities, other trade 
bodies and member 
businesses, you get vital 
support with upskilling  
your workforce and  
fostering a culture of 
continuous improvement.  

Why Aluminium Federation training: 

• Practical, engaging programmes  
for all levels and roles 

• Cost-effective, so you maximise  
use of your training budget

• Proven and popular courses, 
including basic introductions, 
technical skills and H, S & E

• Central Midlands location with 
easy access to train and motorway 
network, as well as courses across  
the country during the year 

• In-house tailored training specific  
to your needs, delivered at your site 

• All participants receive certificates  

What delegates say:

• “Very informative, with many  
topics covered.”

• “Really gave me insight into how  
the different processes of  
aluminium are formed.”

• “Excellent – it was very informative, 
and the trainer was passionate  
about the subject.” 

• “Material was very helpful and will  
be useful as reference documents  
in the future.” 

• “Very good, with an in-depth 
opportunity for questions.” 

• “The course has given me  
more confidence in my job.” 

• “A great all-round introduction  
to aluminium and the issues you need 
to know in aluminium manufacturing.” 

• “The trainer drew on real-life 
comparisons all the way through, 
which was extremely useful.”

In-house tailored  
technical training: 

Whether you have 5 staff or 50, we offer 
training to meet your business needs - 
with an experienced trainer delivering 
conveniently on your site. We work with 
you to identify objectives, plan training 
and create course material, taking into 
account your products and processes,  
as well as delegates’ level of expertise. 
For course dates and current fees, visit 
www.alfed.org.uk.
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TRAINING

WORLD OF  
ALUMINIUM WORKSHOP 

11 June 2019

University of Sheffield

This one-day workshop gives an 
introductory and practical understanding 
of aluminium production, processing, 
application and markets.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 

People involved in the manufacture, 
fabrication, selling and end use of 
aluminium products, and who have  
no prior knowledge. This course is 
commonly part of company induction 
processes for new starters.

WHAT IT COSTS: 

Members: from £275.00 + VAT

Non-members: from £390.00 + VAT

ALUMINIUM FOR ENGINEERS 

This intensive 2-day technical workshop 
focuses on developing a practical 
understanding of aluminium production, 
processing and engineering applications. 
The syllabus covers metallurgy, 
specification, heat treatment, wrought 
processing, joining, testing, corrosion, 
coating and more. All participants get  
a complimentary copy of the Aluminium 
Federation’s book The Properties of 
Aluminium and its Alloys. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 

Engineers with a reasonable level of 
technical, engineering or metallurgy 
understanding but not necessarily 
experienced in working with aluminium. 
It’s therefore suitable for both new  
and more experienced employees 
depending on their background, 
qualifications and experience. 

WHAT IT COSTS: 

Members: from £390 + VAT

Non-members: from £490+VAT

ALUMINIUM CASTING 
METALLURGY 

This one-day workshop gives an 
introduction to the metallurgy of 
aluminium casting – it covers the 
technologies of all stages of aluminium 
production casting and end use. We run 
this programme in partnership with the 
Institute of Cast Metal Engineers (ICME). 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 

People new to the aluminium foundry 
industry, such as apprentices and trainees. 
It’s also aimed at nontechnical staff in 
aluminium foundries, like finance and HR, 
who would benefit from basic knowledge. 

WHAT IT COSTS: 

Members: from £320.00 + VAT 

Non-members: from £448.00 + VAT

ALUMINIUM LIGHT 

This half-day workshop gives  
non-technical delegates a basic 
understanding of aluminium and  
related processes. 

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 

Non-technical staff, such as admin,  
finance and HR, who would benefit  
from introductory knowledge. 

WHAT IT COSTS: 

Members: from £120.00 + VAT

Non-members: from £190.0 + VAT

HEALTH, SAFETY AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL BEST PRACTICE

This one-day workshop gives an overview 
of key H, S & E best practices and helps 
keep professionals current on changing 
requirements.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND: 

Anyone from directors to safety 
professionals interested in staying up  
to date in this area. 

WHAT IT COSTS: 

Please contact us for further details.

Aluminium Technical Training Courses: 

ENQUIRIES  
OR  

TO BOOK A PLACE: 

Please contact  
Kathy Romback,  

Training &  
Education Manager:  

k_romback@alfed.org.uk  
for any course dates and 

current fees or visit  
www.alfed.org.uk
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TRAINING

ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP SKILLS PROGRAMME

Who should attend? 

This course is suitable for those:

• With little previous management 
development. 

• Very new to management or have 
only been managing for a short time.

• Who will be managing in the  
near future.

What will I learn?

• The difference between managing 
and leading. 

• What are the key duties, what makes 
an outstanding manager. 

• The skills required to be a good 
manager. 

• Managing through people. 

• Teams and team development.  

• What it the right team balance.  

• Managing conflict. 

• Communication, delegation and 
motivation.

How long will the course be?

2 days part one June 6th,  
 part two July 9th

 

ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP  
SKILLS PROGRAMME

Why train with us

• Practical, engaging programmes  
for all levels.

• Proven and popular programmes 
focused on learning that can  
be immediately applied  
in the workplace. 

• Cost-effective, so you maximise use 
of your training budget.

• In-house tailored training specific  
to your needs, delivered at your site. 

• Accredited by the CPD Certification 
Service, the UK independent 
continuing professional  
development scheme. 

• Delegates can work towards a 
certificate, diploma or advanced 
diploma depending on their level. 

•  Access to a closed LinkedIn group  
for extra support. 

• Developed in partnership with 
leading provider BEP Solutions, 
whose trainers have decades of 
experience working with major 
industrial companies.

Two day ‘Managing  
to Leading’ course

6 June & 9 July 

Warwick
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TRAINING

ESSENTIAL LEADERSHIP  
SKILLS PROGRAMME

Our leadership and development offering 
covers 4 areas:

• Management and leadership 

• Business issue workshops 

• Graduates 

•  In-house tailored training

Within each, we offer training aimed at 
different levels, so you can effectively 
nurture staff while achieving your long-
term organisational goals.

“Most students of management  
agree that the transition from  
employee to manager is one of the  
most challenging in business. It brings 
new roles and responsibilities, new ways 
of looking at organisations, and new 
ways of relating to peers and multiple 
constituencies.” 

Victor Lipman, Harvard Business Review

Essential leadership skills programme

These 2-day programmes are specifically 
for different management levels within 
all industries. Modules can be taken 
as stand-alone courses or as part of an 
integrated development pathway where 
delegates can earn a certificate, diploma 
or advanced diploma. 

Frontline level certificate:
The frontline certificate starts by looking 
at the dynamics of the business and 
commercial worlds. It moves on to help 
delegates build self-awareness, recognise 
strengths and weaknesses, and manage 
performance. It finishes with a focus on 
leadership skills, attitudes and behaviours, 
along with time management, delegation 
and prioritisation.

By the end, delegates gain focus in 
managing themselves and others to 
maximise overall team performance.

Who it’s for: Those who’ve only been 
managing for a short time, are very new  
to management or who may be taking  
on a management position in future.  
It’s also ideal for managers who want  
a broader perspective on identifying  
and overcoming business challenges.

Middle level diploma:

Middle level programme is designed 
to give experienced managers the 
opportunity to explore, explain and 
execute aspects of their day-to-day role 
while building their future leadership 
influence. Module content respects prior 
management and leadership experience 
while helping enhance effectiveness and 
overall results delivery.

The programme starts by looking at 
organisational and team dynamics  
and discussing management and 
leadership approaches. It continues 
with a deep-dive into driving value, 
looking holistically at marketing, finance, 
employee engagement and customer 
experience. The final module introduces 
principles of strategy formulation and 
implementation, including innovation  
and new product development.

Who it’s for: Those managing a 
department, function or team who take 
responsibility for delivering business 
objectives through other people. It’s also 
useful for managers who want to learn 
more about leading and managing to  
get the best from their people.

Senior level advanced diploma: 

This advanced diploma helps senior 
leaders grapple with today’s fast-paced 

market, giving them tools to boost the 
business’ competitiveness. It starts with 
a review of leadership best practice, 
examining governance, compliance, 
performance and value creation. It 
continues with a focus on analysing 
corporate culture, business planning and 
operational performance with the aim of 
developing effective key performance 
indicators. In the final module, delegates 
develop a scorecard for business health 
and performance, giving clear steps for 
improving everything from customer 
experience to employee engagement.

Who it’s for: Senior managers and 
strategic decision-makers looking to 
refresh their knowledge of core business 
and management principles and leverage 
the latest thinking to gain an extra edge.

IN-HOUSE BESPOKE TRAINING

Whether you have 5 staff or 50, we offer 
training to meet your business needs - 
with an experienced trainer delivering 
conveniently on your site. 

We work with you to identify objectives, 
plan sessions and create course 
material, taking into account your 
products and processes as well as 
delegates’ level of expertise. 

Our services also include coaching, 
facilitation, e-learning, workshops  
and consultancy depending on  
your requirements.

FOR FURTHER  
INFORMATION 

OR  
TO BOOK A PLACE: 

Please contact  
Kathy Romback 

Training & Education Manager 
at ALFED   

k_romback@alfed.org.uk   
or visit  

www.alfed.org.uk
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EVENTS

THE ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY EVENT OF THE YEAR:

ALFED ANNUAL DINNER 2019

Thursday  

12th September 2019

Park Regis Hotel 

Birmingham  

B15 1DT

The Annual Dinner and Members’  
Briefing is always a highlight in the  
ALFED calendar – last year’s dinner  
was attended by over 200 aluminium 
industry professionals offering an  
excellent networking opportunity  
and also great event to catch up  
with industry colleagues and friends.  
It is a must attend event!

This year we have a new venue for 
our dinner at the Park Regis Hotel 
Birmingham, that is the tallest, most 
breath taking and best addition to 
Birmingham’s skyline. Conveniently 
located on Broad Street in the very  
heart of the city, Park Regis is easily 
accessible from New Street (Grand 
Central) and Five Ways train stations  
by foot or taxi.

WE LOOK FORWARD  

TO SEEING YOU THERE!
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ITINERARY: 

• Members’ briefing and lunch: 
12.00 - 16.00

• Reception drinks: 18.30 

• Dinner: 19.00

GUEST SPEAKER:  
Alistair Campbell

A writer, communicator and strategist 
best known for his role as former British 
Prime Minister Tony Blair’s spokesman, 
press secretary and director of 
communications and strategy. Still 
active in politics and campaigns in 
Britain and overseas. He now splits 
his time between writing, speaking, 
charities and consultancy. 

SPONSORSHIP: 

This event provides a variety of 
sponsorship opportunities for you  
to raise your company’s profile within 
the aluminium industry. Sponsorship 
packages range from £500 to £5,000  
to suit your budget.

DRESS CODE: 

Black tie

WHAT IT COSTS:  

Dinner only: £190+vat 

Bed & breakfast: 
(double occupancy): £155+vat

Bed & breakfast: 
(single occupancy): £132+vat

EVENTS

ENQUIRIES AND/OR  
TO BOOK A PLACE: 

Please contact Melissa Beasley:  
email: m_beasley@alfed.org.uk.

“The event was superb and we all enjoyed  

the food, entertainment and interaction.”

Amari Metals

“It was a very 
interesting day  

and  
a great night!”

Hydro Extrusion 
UK

2018 DINNER MEMORIES... .
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EVENTS

HOUSE OF LORDS LUNCH
Aluminium Federation event

Thursday 20 June 2019

Reception Drinks:  

12.15pm 

Lunch:  

1.00pm

Venue: 

Cholmondeley Room Terrace 

House of Lords 

Houses of Parliament 

Parliament Square 

London SW1A 0PW

Our annual Parliamentary Lunch is  
being held on Thursday 20 June 2019  
in the Cholmondeley Room Terrace at  
the House of Lords. The event will be 
hosted by Lord Paul of Marylebone,  
who is a Member of the All-Party 
Parliamentary Group for the  
UK Aluminium Industry.

The purpose of this event is to raise  
and discuss issues relating to the  
UK’s Aluminium Sector at the highest  
level within UK Government.

There will be three short presentations 
given during the lunch. The speakers  
will be from Political Backgrounds  
and Industry Leaders discussing  
current and future affairs.

• Mr Andrew Stephenson MP, 
Parliamentary Under Secretary  
of State, Minister for Business  
and Energy

• Mr Murat Bayram, European 
Managing Director, EMR

• Mr Giles Ashmead, Powdertech 
(Corby) Ltd – President,  
Aluminium Federation

There is an opportunity after the 
presentations for a Question and  
Answer session.

Please note: The cost of the House of 
Lords Lunch is included in your ALFED 

Membership. However, if you book  
a place and then subsequently cancel  
less than six days prior to the event,  
there will be a charge of £60.00 to  
cover the meal costs.

Numbers are limited and the demand 
usually very high and so we can only  
offer places on a ‘first come first served’ 
basis. Places are restricted to one place 
per ALFED Member company.

Please note that the AGM of the  
All-Party Parliamentary Group for the  
UK Aluminium Industry will be held  
on the same day, immediately before  
the Lunch. ALFED Members wishing  
to attend the AGM should contact  
Linda Ford. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
OR TO BOOK A PLACE: 
Please contact Linda Ford  

on 0121 601 6361  
or email l_ford@alfed.org.uk.
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SUSTAINABILITY & RECYCLING

SUSTAINABILITY

Aluminium is ideally 
positioned to help  
UK industry as it  
moves towards more 
sustainable supply chains. 

Here’s how we’re  
creating opportunities  
for our members.

The Aluminium Federation is actively 
involved with government and industry 
– in the UK and worldwide – to promote 
aluminium as a solution to greater energy 
efficiency and reduced waste.

From an innovation perspective, we’re 
supporting members in taking a complete 
lifecycle approach to sustainability, 
looking at everything from refining to 
production to use to recycling. This 
includes elements such as responsible 
sourcing and energy management. 

RECYCLING

Aluminium is an affordable, 
highly recyclable material 
that supports a global 
circular economy.

We actively promote opportunities to get 
involved in this important area. Aluminium 
is an affordable, highly recyclable material 
that supports a global circular economy. 
We actively promote opportunities to  
get involved in this important area.

Because aluminium can be recycled 
endlessly while maintaining its quality,  
it’s a key part of global drives towards 
waste reduction and a circular economy. 
We work closely with government, 

members, other industries and 
trade bodies worldwide to maximise 
aluminium’s contribution to innovation 
and policy.

For example, a recent initiative is our 
collaboration with European Aluminium 
regarding the EU Circular Economy 
Package, which looks at elements such 
as recognition of multiple recycling, 
aluminium packaging targets and metal 
recovery from incinerator bottom ashes.

We’re tying this into innovation-related 
activity promoting more efficient 
recycling processes and the use of 
recycled aluminium in new applications. 
This includes advanced engineering 
and packaging among others, and also 
involves advising on related standards 
development.

Another crucial part of recycling is 
education, and through both our training 
courses and outreach campaigns, we 
promote developments that move our 
industry forward.

For further information please contact 
Margaret Lane: m_lane@alfed.org.uk.

Importantly, we’re focusing on ways 
to do this while delivering improved 
performance, so we’re in an even  
stronger position to promote aluminium 
as a win-win solution to customers.

We’re seeing success in areas such as 
automotive and aerospace, with trends 
towards lightweighting offering increasing 
opportunities to integrate aluminium into 
design. Food production is another area - 
not only is aluminium endlessly recyclable, 
but it offers a total barrier against light 
and moisture, which helps reduce carbon 
footprint while extending shelf life.

The examples go on, and we will see 
aluminium play an increasingly important 
role in a sustainable economy thanks to 
its many helpful characteristics. From 
advocacy and standards development 
through to innovation and training, the 
Aluminium Federation will continue to 
champion the industry in this crucial area.

For further information please contact 
Margaret Lane: m_lane@alfed.org.uk.
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WORKING WITH GOVERNMENT

TRADE-WORKING WITH GOVERNMENT

We work with government 
and industry to promote 
long-term, fair and 
sustainable global  
trade in aluminium

Frictionless trade is a key element in a competitive UK aluminium industry, and we  
work closely with the Department of Trade, the Department for Business, Energy and 
Industrial Strategy (BEIS), European Aluminium, the International Aluminium Institute 
and the Aluminium Standards Institute to promote this crucial goal.

Consultation regarding the response to US import duties. We’re supporting the 
government with continuing dialogue to achieve a permanent exemption and to 
implement safeguard measures, particularly a quota that allows traditional volumes  
to enter the UK and EU but blocks additional volumes to ensure protection from 
redirected trade flows. Additional support is being offered to members with a US 
presence who may be eligible for a tariff exemption.

Other examples of trade-related activity include involvement in the government’s  
Rules of Origin business panel project to facilitate smooth trade after Brexit, as  
well as working with the Aluminium Standards Institute as it develops its Chain  
of Custody Certification.

Co-chair the government business panel for Rules of Origin for the aluminium industry.

Our All Party Parliamentarian Group (APPG) chaired by Adrian Bailey MP meets three 
time a year where members gather to influence politicians and government officials  
to address the current challenges in our industry.

The House of Lords (HOL) is on June the 20th this year held in Westminster palace 
over looking the river Thames. It is a first-class opportunity for members to network  
with many influential Lords, MPs and senior government officials to discuss the  
issues affecting the UK aluminium industry.

For further information please contact Margaret Lane: m_lane@alfed.org.uk.
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ENERGY

CRITERIA

The spend level must be a minimum 
spend of £250,000 per annum. If there  
are multiple sites then at least one of 
these needs to have a spend of at  
least £250k.

The Audit will cover…

• Wholesale energy (electricity/gas)

• Distribution Losses (electricity)

• Transmission Charges/Losses 
(electricity)

• Distribution Charges (electricity)

• Legislative compliance

• Non-return to sewer allowance (water)

• Rateable value (water)

• Renewable Obligations

• Meter Operator charges

• Supplier margins

• DC/DA Charges (electricity)

• Balancing charges (electricity)

• Feed in Tariffs (electricity)

•  VAT exemptions

•  Climate Change Levy

•  Correction Factor (gas)

•  NTS charges

•  LDZ charges

•  Trade effluent charges (water)

THE PROCESS

1.  Data - collation of invoices and data

2.  Audit - comprehensive invoice 
validation, covering 21 checks

3.  Recovery - a review across the supply 
chain to recover overpayments

4.  Results - provision of a detailed 
report, including a full break down  
of all savings

LGE are unique

•  LGE will not seek future savings on 
any reductions on agreed capacity

•  LGE audit the traded position of  
your whole energy

WHAT IS A COST RECOVERY AUDIT?

A retrospective audit,  
covers 6 years historical 
billing data for Water,  
Power and Gas invoices.  
LG Energy Group (LGE) 
utilises state of the art 
systems and purposely 
developed algorithms  
to identify, quantify and 
recover billing errors. 

LGE’s Cost Recovery Audit 
is provided on a risk free 
and completely transparent 
basis, remuneration via  
share of savings provides 
client confidence. 
Uniquely, audits include 
traded positions, ensuring 
that the price traded by  
the client is the same  
as the price invoiced  
by the supplier. 

Furthermore, LGE does  
not seek future savings  
on any reductions on 
identified and agreed 
capacity.
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ENERGY

EXAMPLE

Sector: Postal Services

Objective: Retrospective Audit

Client Spend:  £1,980,090 Electricity, £350,000 Gas

Portfolio: Approximately 267 electricity sites and 198 gas sites.

Coverage: Nationwide

Approached by the client in early 2016 to review their contracts. Immediately 
spotted that the gas contract was due to expire in 2 days’ time, which the incumbent 
consultant had overlooked. Had our strategy been implemented as advised 
savings of approximately £120,000 per annum each year of the three-year proposed 
agreement would have been secured.

Approached again by the client in December 2016 as the incumbent had neglected 
to place the gas contract and the client had been incurring out of contract rates since 
1st of October 2016.

TOTAL HISTORIC REFUNDS: £99,539

SAVINGS GOING FORWARD (ANNUALLY): £210,910

What do you need to start?

Just a signed letter of authority, a list of 
your sites and meter reference numbers.

Is this not covered by my  
Bureau/validation service?

If LGE already provide you with bureau 
services then LGE’s validation department 
will check all current and new invoices that 
are raised, what the cost recovery audit 
does is look back at your historic invoicing 
to see if any errors were made before  
LGE took over validation.

Why do I need a cost recovery audit?

Due to its complex and hidden charges 
mistakes in utilities charging are not 
uncommon. Whether they are from  
system errors, energy suppliers or even 
human error it is essential that you avoid 
any losses from these discrepancies. 
Common mistakes include incorrect  
meter reads, incorrect rates and invoicing 
sites to the wrong owner. With budget 
cuts, and staff with more responsibilities 
bill validation is being put to the back  
of the queue with some shocking results.

Why choose LGE?

LGE are experts in the Energy Industry 
and have an innovative and transparent 
approach. The driving force of LGE’s 
business is to set an example to other 
consultancies who operate dubious 
practices. LGE take pride in this unique 
approach to retro audits in that, unlike 
other consultancies, LGE will not seek a 
share of future savings on any reductions 
to your agreed capacities.

As experts in trading, LGE are able to 
validate your hedged and traded  
positions versus what the supplier has 
produced on the invoice. LGE will also 
carefully assess the risk of under charging, 
where errors are in the supplier’s favour 
and make the customer fully aware of  
the risks.

For further information:

T: +44 161 401 1001 
E: info@lgegroup.com  
W: www.lgegroup.com 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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THE HISTORY OF ALUMINIUM

LEARNING FROM ALUMINIUM’S PAST

As business historian 
Professor Andrew Perchard, 
University of Wolverhampton 
Business School, explains, 
during that time, it has 
experienced dramatic 
changes - economic, 
environmental, scientific,  
and social. However, it is  
an industry that has risen  
to those challenges and 
played a key role in the 
history of the UK in times  
of boom and crisis. 

The UK aluminium industry turns 160 this year.

Aluminium has been an industry that has 
been enriched and disrupted by scientific 
innovations, characterised both by 
entrepreneurial failure and success, and 
subject to political upheaval. The launch 
of the British Aluminium Company Ltd 
(BACo) in 1894 announced the arrival of 
the modern British aluminium industry; 
holding the British and Colonial patents 
for the Héroult process (with the Hall- 
Héroult process still used for primary 
aluminium reduction to this day),  
it swept to one side chemical and 
electhermal methods for producing  
the metal (and with it the firms that 
produced the metal using those 
processes).  

Anyone familiar with the West Highlands 
of Scotland will have seen the crucible  
of the modern industry in the villages  
of Kinlochleven and Fort William driven  
by water power.  British Aluminium’s  
first plant on the banks of Loch Ness  
at Foyers which opened in 1896 caused 
outrage amongst members of the 
aristocracy and sections of the Victorian 
urban middle class (who came to visit  
the falls made famous by poets and 
artists) for its spoiling of the Falls.   
For the impoverished Highlanders  
in the area, who more often than not 
found their salvation in having to leave  

the region, it was viewed as a boon.  
The price of investing in these early 
factories, hydroelectric schemes  
and social housing at Foyers and 
Kinlochleven (which opened in 1907) 
bankrupted a number of the directors  
and almost saw the demise of the 
Company.  But in the end, the  
Company prevailed. 

In Aluminiumville: Government, Global 
Business and the Scottish Highlands 
(Carnegie, 2012), Professor Perchard,  
the author of a body of work on the 
history of the UK and US aluminium 
industries, points out that the strategic 
importance of the light metal, especially 
from World War One onwards, as well as 
its long established global supply chains 
and land use,  meant that the national 
industries in Europe and North America 
always had a close engagement with 
government.  In the UK industry’s case, 
this relationship aided the early modern 
aluminium industry.  However, for the 
dominant British aluminium producer for 
much of the 20th century, BACo (which 
eventually merged with Alcan Aluminium 
UK in 1982 to form British Alcan), this 
proximity to government and tendency 
to recruit directors from within the senior 
ranks of the armed services and civil 
service had unintended (and unfortunate) 
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THE HISTORY OF ALUMINIUM

consequences.  The strategic myopia which this instilled 
in the Company exposed it to a hostile takeover in  
1959 by the US Reynolds Metals Company and UK’s 
Tube Investments and saddled it with disastrous 
power contract that saw the beleaguered Invergordon 
aluminium smelter close after only a decade in 1981. In 
contrast, for relative newcomer Reynolds, a combination 
of a political context and their highly developed public 
affairs machinery in Washington DC saw it emerge 
between the 1940s and 1950s as a leader in the US 
and globally, disrupting the ‘country club’ atmosphere 
amongst first movers in the industry.  

What lessons does this history offer for the 
contemporary aluminium industry?  History frequently 
does not provide neatly transferable lessons but 
Professor Perchard points out the cases of these 
different companies and their national and  
transnational contexts offer us some rich illustrations 
into the vicissitudes repeatedly confronted by national 
aluminium producers and how their organisational 
cultures and capabilities determined their different 
responses and outcomes. Despite these challenges, 
historical insights also highlight how the innovation  
and resilience of firms and the industry has helped  
it to prevail.

Professor Perchard, who spoke at ALFED’s House of 
Lords lunch in 2017, is keen to share lessons from this 
history to the industry and government today. He leads 
the Management Research Centre at the University  
of Wolverhampton’s Business School; a Centre, which 
like the School and Institution in which it sits, is seeking 
to engage in conversations with business, government  
and civic society and share the valuable research 
conducted there in areas such as corporate governance, 
innovation, international development, public affairs, 
strategy and sustainability.   

Professor Perchard can be contacted by emailing 
A.Perchard@wlv.ac.uk and followed on Twitter @
ProfPerchard. 

Copies of Aluminiumville can be bought from Carnegie 
Books;  
www.carnegiepublishing.co.uk/product/aluminiumville-
government-global-business-and-the-scottish-highlands/

For more information about University of 
Wolverhampton Business School:  
www.wlv.ac.uk/about-us/our-schools-and-institutes/
faculty-of-social-sciences/university-of-wolverhampton-
business-school/

Image page 24: Looking down the pipelines at BACo’s 
Kinlochleven aluminium reduction works in the  
West Highlands of Scotland, c.1909.   
Courtesy of Glasgow University Archives Service/ Rio Tinto





Production is being led by ever increasing 
new innovative applications in architecture 
and aerospace, and now in light weighting 
of automotive structures and hybrid 
electric drives and batteries. 

There are new demands emerging in 
renewal packaging and pharmaceutical. 
Highly conductive lightweight aluminium 
is finding now applications in power 
transmission and electrical wiring in 
addition to well established applications, 
such as air conditioning.

The ever-increasing use of aluminium is 
creating a whole new industry focused 
on reducing the carbon footprint of 
aluminium. Recycled aluminium only 
uses 5% of the original power, air and 
water to produce primary. New emerging 
technologies of sorting segregating and 
refining/recycling the ever increasing 
freely available scrap ore close to  
ending near carbon neutral recycling, 
particularly when coupled to development 
in direct rolling.

ALFED with its academic knowledge 
partners and our global sister organisation 
the International Aluminium Association 
and European Aluminium continuously 
monitor and analyse the emerging 
technologies both in production, demand 
and applications. Thus, we have a unique 
understanding of the direction of the 
global industry, including its strengths and 
opportunities but also gaps in knowledge 
and weaknesses!

One of the most important services 
offered by ALFED is to disseminate such 
industry knowledge and to ensure that the 
membership is kept fully at the leading 
edge by bringing together members into 
collaborative groups to exploit these 
new opportunities. Therefore, through 
research, education, training and practical 
support ALFED ensures members benefit 
from are a fully integral part of the growth 
of global aluminium.

Throughout each year ALFED organises  
a series of networking and innovation 
events each themed around a specific 
topic designed to introduce new 
developments and knowledge. These 
events are carefully structured to both 
business leaders and technologists to 
ensure maximum benefits. Invariably full 
supporting material are provided and 
whenever possible supported by practical 
demonstrations and even plant tours. 
Guest speakers representatives of OEMs 
and industry from both outside ALFED 
membership and the UK are always  
invited to maximise networking opportunity.

This year ALFED has already hosted 
events: 

• 7th March: Electromotive drives 
batteries and hybrid drives event 
was held at the Advanced Propulsion 
Centre. The event was attended by 
30members, several from overseas 
headquarter organisations. Speakers 
explained how lightweight aluminium 
was enabling hybrid drives, 
development in battery technology 
and non-mechanical magnetic 
transmissions. Clear opportunities 
were highlighted for aluminium alloy 
super magnetic and in both electrical 
thermal conditions. 

• 27th March: Advancements in 
joining/welding and fabricating 
aluminium event was co-organised 
with The Welding Institute (TWI). 
A capacity audience of over 60 
members and guests from McLaren 
and the SMMT were led from simple 
basic method of welding, such 
as riveting, MIG and TIG through 

to newly revealed linear friction 
stir welding and advancements in 
laser welding “green lasers”. Each 
presenter meticulously explained 
each topic thoughtfully and without 
baffling the delegates. Building on 
the theory, tour of TWI laboratories 
and workshops then practically 
demonstrated the techniques.

COMING UP: 

• 2nd July: The topic of our next 
innovation and networking event 
will be additive manufacturing and 
will be held at the Wolverhampton 
University in Telford. The focus will 
be on developments in aluminium 
powder, powder metallurgy, 3D 
printing of “high entropy alloys”  
and explore emerging applications. 
All seriously cutting edge.

• In September: We will organise  
ALFED closed loop recycling 
event. A totally new look starting 
at the design stage through 
alloy development, manufacture, 
dismantling, sorting scrap  
and then recycling. 

For more information please contact Jan 
Lukaszewski, ALFED’s Technical Manager: 
j_lukaszewski@alfed.org.uk. 
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INNOVATION

Primary aluminium 
production will reach  
90 million tons by 2022  
with a further 26 million  
tons of recycled secondary,  
a five fold increase  
since 2000!

INNOVATION
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HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT 

Given this complex diversity, each 
Aluminium Federation member  
whether global or a SME, faces their  
own unique health and safety issues  
and environmental concerns.

Constant advances in medicine, new 
understanding of health causes, of  
mental issues and not least of the  
effects on the environment, result in 
dynamic changes in aluminium industry 
thinking. Health and safety legislation  
and environmental directives reflect  
these advances in knowledge, indeed  
they are the dissemination of best 
knowledge and practice.

A fundamental core benefit of Aluminium 
Federation membership is the thriving 
Health, Safety & Environment support 
group. This group is open to all members 
and drawn from across the whole industry, 
champions improvement in safety, best 
practice, reduction of both employees’ 
and employers risk and the growth of 
a safety culture. Supporting this work, 
ALFED constantly consults external 
experts, engages with the Health  
and Safety Executive and with the 
Environment Agency, communicating 
these changes, best practice and  
the resultant legislation, publishing 
frequent updates.

European members have reduced the 
recordable incident rate for the industry, 
total number of fatalities, lost time 
accidents, restricted work cases and 
medical treatment cases per million 
hours worked, by 80% since the 1990s. 
The eyesight of two ALFED member 

employees have been saved through  
the specific work of the support group.

Every two years ALFED organises a 
packed two day dedicated workshop, 
held this year the 13th and 14th March, 
to address specific issues identified 
by the support, to share best practice,  
showcase new innovations and an unique 
opportunity to hear from experts,  
network and openly exchange with  
peers. This year’s intensive workshop 
program illustrated the scope and  
breadth of ALFED support and included:

• The human as hero and hazard, 
human factors and behavioural issues

• Mental health and  
work-related stress 

• Employment law update

• Chemical safety

• Strategy update - legal update  
on HSE issues

• Legal update on environmental issues

• Confined spaces

• Extraction and ventilation

• Noise and hearing loss in the 
workplace

• Eye and eye radiation protection

• Man v Machine’, inspiration to aim  
for higher safety standards

Our next HS&E Support Group is 
scheduled for Wednesday 12 June.   
If you would like to find out more  
about our H, S & E group activities,  
please contact:  
Margaret Lane: m_lane@alfed.org.uk. 

The aluminium industry 
is the most diverse of 
all UK manufacturing 
sectors, encompassing 
primary metal production, 
fabrication, automotive, 
pharmaceuticals, packaging, 
architecture, protective 
coatings and beyond  
doubt leads the circular 
recycling economy. 

HEALTH, SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT WORKSHOP
Open to all members and drawn from across the whole industry
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